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kPPLICIkTIO (}I IICIOTEXTURE DETE$II,TIOI USING EBSD TO NOI CUBIC CRSTkLS
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H li Wills Physics Laboratory, University of Bristol, Tyndall Ave. Brsto! BSSITL
UK
ITRODUCTiON

The technique for obtaining individual crystal orientation using electron
electron microscope, first
backscatter dfraction (IBSD) in the
demonstrated by Venables and Harlan in 1973 and adpted for on-line texture
tot cBbic materials,
determinationby Dingley et al,in 1984 is well

scanng

,

established
briefly

to hexagonal aBa rhomboberal crystals was reported
by DiBgley n 1987 ’’.
Ths paper resents a fuel account ol the general procedure or obtaining on-line
orientation measu.ements rom Bo[ cubic crystals with examp}es rom hexagonal
zircaloy and orthorhombc BiSrCuCaO high temperature superconducting materai,

It has aiso been recognised for some time that pole figure representation of the
orientation data obtained using the EBSD method Is not Ideal, and an alternative
reprenentat.ion, a ’rank RodrigueB (FR) figure, as presented at. the 1987 ICOTOM
eetng, Frank 8 Here is presented a further extension of thiz representation in
which the absoIute and relative orJetataons of crystals are dsplayed in a micrograph
of the grain structure by a colour specific to one poaat n the FR fgure,

EXPERIMIN?AL PROCIDUR/.

9.

Details of the EBS[I technique have been pubished previously Dlngley et. ai,
Braefly, the sample as mounted n an SEM anclaned so that its surface normal poants
70 from the ncdent beam and towards vertical phosphor screen, 50m in diameter
ad piaced bO mm from the specimen. To obtain a diffraction pattern the electron beam
of the 5EM as positioned as a stationary probe wthn the
type diffraction occurs wth]n the specimen and the d[fracted beams whach exit from
the top surtace of the specamen re imaged on the phosphor screen, The spatial
resolutaon o the technaque s 2Onm and the angular prec]saon an orientation
measurement to 2, depending on the accuracy of the calibration, The phosphor screen
is vaewed usn a low lght level tetevison camera and on-lane oraentton
measurement s made by superamposng onto the TV mage of the pBttern a computer
generated cursor, The cursor s postaoned successively on designated zone axes in
the pattern and by measuring the ]octions o these zone axes the pattern can be
indexed automtic!ly nd the orientation determined. The daffract]on pattern centre
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nd pecimn to screen distance, necessar to interprete the pttern, re determined
from prior measurements of zone axis positions on a calibration crystal mounted in
the microscope at a known orientation, dvances in execution of the technique or
cubic crystals have permitted maurement of.orientation without the need to input the
indices of the selected zone axes, Dinley 10 and in a more advanced technique still
the pattern is identified usin computer based pattern recognition procedures, Juul
Jensen and Schmdt

.

NON-CUBIC CRYSTALS
Diffraction patterns from cubic crystals are relatively easy to recognise
because the high syetry means that each zone axis type is repeated often so that
only a few different types need to be remembered by the operator or recognised by
the computer, Each is distinguished by the srrangement of Kikuchi lines pssing
through the zone axis. s the crstal syetry decreases more zone axes types need
to be recognised and wheres this is still relatively simple for hexagonal crystals,
distinguishing between [00] and [001] cn become very difficult in orthorhombic
crystals for example, especially when the :b ratio is close to I. Fig.l shos a
pattern from hexagonal silicon carbide. [ndexin is clearly difficult but ith the
use of
set of reference photographs for a specific cryst! ,structure on-tine
operator recognition becomes I00 successful. Fi,2 shows a diffraction pattern rom
the high temperature BiStCuCaO superconducting mteriaI taken close to [001]. The
material as prepared by claddin in silver followed by severe cold reduction.
Subsequent high temperature annealin n oxygen both recrystallises the materil and
renders it superconducting, Whereas at was sample to distinguish the [001] xis it
was not possible to distinguish between [100] nd [010} due to the :b ratio bein
0.01.

Fig,

EBP from hegonl zircaloy

F.o,2,

EBSP from orthorhombic BirCaCuO
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RESULTS
orientation eesureent of the hexagonal crystals presented no
Specific zone axes were recognised by the operator. iller indices of
the selected axes were input to the computer and the locations of the axes determined
by positioning the computer generated cursor on then. n example of date obtained
ron enneeled zirce]oy is presented in he pole figure, fig,3aob. The basel plane
[0001] nd pyramidal plne [I00] orienetlos re shon, Te besl plne X-ray
deermned pole fgures or he sme specimen re shon in fg3c,d, for comparison.
Considering that only 230 grain orientation were measured to determine the EBSD pole
figure the areement between EBD and X-ray data is extremely ood,

0n-lne

difficulties,

[O00l] .nd [1010] pole figtlres for hex.gorl zircloy obt.red usrg EBfiP
Correspodinj ,i.ures to 3a and, 3b obtained us}rig X-r.y drcton
On-line or}enttor east.remet o BiorCCO ws more dilicult btfi stccessJti
becatse as the aterial was hqhly textured ali jrans examined presented their [001,1
axis towards the screen. It was also possible to distngtsh oo-lre betwe(:r the
broad {II01 nd rarrow {0101 Kiktchi bands passing throtlgh {0011, By sdapting the
program to accept band positions rather than zone axes, orert.t.or detorminatior
could thus be achieved, The re.stilts re preseted iI the pole gtre, ig,qa, where
the [0011 poles only .re plotted, The highly textured rature o. the materi.l s
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shown. Because it was not possible to dstingush between [i00] and [010] the dt
tom these two axes are combined n f]g,4b.

Fig,4. Poles figures obtaaned using EBSP for llSrCCuo a,
b. [001], [I00] and [0101 poles.

[O01l poles only.

FRANK RODRIGUES FIGURES
To determine the absolute orientations of crystals by the combined inspection of
figs 3a and 3b or 4a and 4b ]t]s clearly an impossible task. However, the very nature
of the EBSD technique provides the absolute orientation of each crystal examined and
t ]s only nessary to produce means o reresentng these measurements in
p]ctoral form, A means was described by Frank which we now refer to as Frank
Rodrigues f]ures. For each crysta| the rotation axs and rotation angle are
calculated that would rotate the crystal so that its reference axes were made
parallel to the reference axes of the specimen, These parameters are given by the
Eigen vector and the trace oI the orientation matrix respectively defining each
crystal. The mntude of the rotation axs is made equal to the modulus of the
vector multiplied by tan(half the rotation anle), Each vector is plotted n a
figure whose origin s the centre of the figure and whose axes are parallel to the
specimen reerence axes, Sucha plot is shown for rain orientations obtained from
recrystal|sed pure nickel in fig,a. The figure has the advantage that it exhibits
the symmetry of the crystal structure and is bounded by a surface also related to the
crystal symmetry,
Corresponding fgures for the zircaloy materal s shown in
fl,Sb

ORIENTATION IMAGING
The combination of scanning electron microscopy nd EBSD affords a unique
opportunity to represent the spstisl distribution of crystal orientations by
superimposing on a micrograph of the specimen the individual crystal orientations,
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F, 5a Rodrffues Frank map for lii

grains,
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Fi5,b Corresponding map for zrcaloy.

Fig.6a li grain orientations represented in unit voluae of FI figure.
Fig.6b (upper), aicrograph of li grains, (lover) orientation iaage of sae grains.
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ks before, the adivaduai orientations re defined in the FR faqure. Each
s ssffned the colour red, blue or ffreen, the brightness ot the colour
the
th
dastnce rom the oriqn, k point withan the fiffure 11 then have
incresn
unique coiour dependinff on the respective contributions o its x,y,z components, The
microqrph s then coloured, ssiffnin to ech qraaa orieatton the colour
correspoadin to ts orientation positon thn the FR ffure. In practice e hve
used
sub-unit o the FR i6ure, Oust as n the stereoffrphich pro]ecton it
possible tossaffn a spce bounded by [001i,[110],[111] wthn which by because
the crystal symaetry elements it is possbIe to transfer It crstl drectaons, so,
n the FR iffure, a unit volume cn be deaned, In this cse t s n odd shaped
raure, see aff, 6, consttutnff I/Oth, of the totl, The x,y,z xes are
orthoffonal and the sides re not ot equal tenffth, x s parallel to [001], y to

o

aure

the grains from hich the orientations ere determined together ith
coloured
o the microqraph nd the orientations, It is seen that in this
not onl is the texture rndom but so,in the spatial dstrabuton of
i.e, there is no clustering of rins ath particular orientations

superposataon

CONCLUSIONS
It has been sheen that the EBSD technique can be extended to include crystals
with lower than cubic symmetry but that difficulties and ambiguities can rse where
a:b or b:c ratios re close to i. The presentataon of the orientataons n Frank
Rodriges map form has obvious advantages over pole gure representation,
partacularly or non cubics and its extenslon to permit the imaging o the spatial
dstribution ot orientations has significant merit.
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